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］Topic: 84 The Internet Provides people with a lot of information,

but is this information valuable, or so much information create

problems for us? In my point of view, every thing has its two sides,

and the value of the Internet far outweighs the disadvantages it brings

to us. The Internet has been beneficial to people around the globe.

My view is a commonsense one, based on the fact that the Web is a

vast storehouse of information and opinion, which can be scientific,

literary, political, sporting or sexual. Anyone with access to a

computer and a dialup connection can unlock the door and trawl

through its offerings. The Internet can be used as a broad base of

knowledge that contributes to the educational system. Students and

teachers benefit from the use of the Internet, as well as administrators

and others outside of formal education. Students benefit because the

Internet provides a resource to supplemental information for any

subject. Educators benefit because the Internet provides a vast

knowledge base to prepare for topics. People are not only learning

from the Internet, they are contributing and sharing knowledge

through networked communities. The Internet is the advancement

of education for all its users. Internet can deliver better customer

services to people. The Internet is changing the way we do business.

Using Internet broadcasting, we are able to target the right audience,

prepare and present a technical presentation on a popular topic,



interact with new customers, and collect hundreds of highly qualified

leads. As Internet companies continue to find innovative ways to

leverage the capabilities of the Internet for businesses, the more we

will learn how to provide optimal solutions for customers. Which in

turn, will greatly benefit people. The Internet today is a way to

transfer and share information. On the whole, it is a benefit to

individuals of all kinds. We do have problems surrounding the

Internet that need to be solved, but as with all new technologies there

are debates and opinions. Since the Internet technology is spreading,

it will soon become as popular as all other forms of communication.

If you have not tried it, do so.［托福参看范文之二］ What things

can be widely used in education, business, government, family and

almost all the other fields all over the world? One answer is the

Internet, which is a great communication tool in the 21st century.

Some people claim that the 21st century could not exist without the

Internet. Therefore, children and young adults should use the

Internet freely everywhere. Personally, I have the impression that

there are some flaws in this seemingly indisputable proposition.

Children and young adults should not use the Internet freely for

three reasons, and some safe programs and filters are indeed needed

in the Internet. For one thing, the children and young adults that use

the Internet freely might get the wrong information by chance.

Children and young adults can be influenced easily by many new

things. The Internet is so wide that it includes some wrong

information such as violence and pornography. That information

can cause many bad effects on the children and young adults, which



are bad for them are growing. For example, there is some violence

information in the Internet. After the children and young adults

watch that by chance, they might follow the violence way from the

Internet to solve the problems. Consequently, we have to use some

kinds of software to block this kind of information. This highly

technical software has already been developed well. Parents can just

trust this kind of software in order to prevent children from accessing

the blocked websites, which includes the wrong information. For

another thing, the children and young adults using the Internet freely

might cause some computer problems. As the Internet is used on the

computers, it is related to the computers closely. The computer is a

highly technical machine that sometimes is hard to control. As a

result, some bad things may have loopholes to get into the computer

such as the computer viruses. If the children and young adults use

the Internet freely without some safe programs their computers will
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